
Land, Air, and Sea Checkpoints - TS100
Tracense's TS100 seeks to clear cargo and luggage placed on jets, vehicles and transportation trucks traveling through 
land checkpoints, and containers and freight traveling by sea as quickly and efficiently as possible. With the TS100’s 
non-invasive vapor sampling, operators can use the collection wand to quickly sample, analyze, and clear large quanti-
ties of goods, containers, cars, and spaces without opening them. After identifying what needs to be cleared, the wand 
can be brought along the securing fashion of the goods, containers, or cars and following the on-screen instruction, it 
can be quickly assessed and analyzed using a vapor-based sensor without the need to disassemble or open anything. 
The TS100 is a strong addition to currently existing security procedures at land, air, & sea checkpoints.

Science Safeguarding Security

HIGHLY SENSITIVE DETECTION
Using the collection wand and a sophisticated algorithm, the electro-chemical sensor compares the detected 
vapor molecules against currently installed explosive cartridges and profiles.

NON-INVASIVE OPERATION
The TS100 utilizes an electro-chemical detector that detects and analyzes chemical makeups using a collec-
tion wand and vacuum pump clearing spaces and not needing to open or disassemble any bags, skids, cars, 
palettes, and more.

CLEAR & FAST ANALYSIS
In as quick as 7 seconds, the detection and classification algorithms can provide a clear yes or no on wheth-
er the explosive detection sensors were triggered in addition to providing the explosive signature giving 
operational effectiveness to your organization. 

SAFE & GREEN TECHNOLOGY
Through the non-invasive operation of the TS100, the operator will not come in contact with a substance. The 
cartridges have approximately a week-long use of the system with no consumable replacement.
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TS100 Specs

Sampling

Technology

Explosive Detection

Analysis Time

Alarm

Connectivity

Power

Printer

Display

Weight

Dimensions (LxHxW)

Non-contacted vapor collection through air sampling of traces using special purpose collection wand

Electro-chemical detector

Military, commercial and home-made compounds including: TNT, EEGDN, PETN, RDX, TATP, etc.

7 seconds

Visual & Audio

Ethernet & USB

AC 110/220 V

Optional for external printer (USB)

10.2” touch screen

15 Kg

60x47x36 cm’

Contact sales@tracense.com or visit tracense.com for more information

Why TS100 For Your Checkpoint Needs

7 Second or Lower Analysis Time
With a seven-second or lower analysis time, the 
TS100 provides a quick and instant analysis 
that provides the user with an operational 
effectiveness advantage.

Detection Capability
After gathering the vapor samples, the detec-
tion and classification algorithms provide a 
clear yes or no whether the explosive detection 
sensors were triggered in addition to providing 
the explosive signature giving operational 
effectiveness to your organization.

One-Phase Process
The TS100’s sampling goes directly to the 
analysis phase enhancing simplicity and speed 
with a low dependency on human factors.


